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EDITOR'S LETTER
I?m pleased to welcome you to Volume 7, Issue 1 of The Inquirer, a scientific magazine
wr itten, edited, and published by member s of the Wildwood Institute for STEM Research
and Development (WISRD). We create and publish the magazine with the goal of
providing the Wildwood community and beyond with accur ate and engaging
STEM- related ar ticles while also giving our member s an oppor tunity to enhance their
scientific wr iting skills.
I'd like to thank our Design team, the Yearbook Class, for creating such an effective
layout and Patter Hellstrom for guiding them through that work. Thank you to our Copy
Editor s, Max Aronoff- Sher, Honor Dodd, and Lucinda Boys. I also want to appreciate
WISRD Fellow and Wr iting Coach Dr. Amielle Moreno for all of her amazing help. Of
cour se, a huge thanks to our Publisher and my mentor, Scott Johnson, as well as WISRD
C.O.O. Joe Wise.
As the fir st non- member Senior Editor, working with WISRD member s has been
inspir ing. From vir tual reality ther apy to robots healing forests, there?s much to explore
in this edition, and I hope you will lear n as much from the member s as I have.
Sincerely,
Noe Schwar tz
Senior Editor WISRD Publications
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Coping with Reality Via
Vir tual Reality
By Honor Dodd

Imagine you have a fear of heights. Your ther apist invites you aboard a glass elevator. As you
ascend, you see streets and people getting smaller, smaller, and far ther away. You feel as if you
could keep soar ing far ther and far ther away from the ground. Do you panic? Do you scream? No,
because you are in control. You are not r iding the elevator in real life. You are r iding it in vir tual
reality.
Vir tual reality (VR) has been shown to be an effective treatment for Post- Tr aumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) through exposure ther apy. Exposure ther apy can be ther apeutic because it helps
people with fear s, anxiety, or phobias manage and overcome them by being exposed to the
fear- causing stimuli in a safe environment. We can lear n to be less afr aid when we successfully
manage situations that prompt real emotions. Imagine recreating something like the chaos of a
militar y situation. That is expensive and dangerous. So, researcher s and scientists have been
reshaping tr aditional PTSD ther apy by capitalizing on VR?s flexibility and accessibility. Using VR,
patients can be placed in any environment, and this vir tual world can be created conveniently
with less expense and danger.
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VR Therapy Used for Spider Phobias
Dr. Barbar a Rothbaum, a clinical psychologist and professor in psychiatr y at Emor y Univer sity,
and her colleagues star ted exper imenting with the ability of VR to influence patient behavior in
1993. Her team designed sever al different scenar ios that replicated a real- world place. Treatment
involved provoking presence so that someone could confront their fear. Remember that elevator ?
Instead of tr aveling to a tall building, the patient puts on a headset and is tr anspor ted into an
elevator with glass sides or the edge of a tall building. The results from this exper iment were
remarkable. Ever y per son who par ticipated had a phobia, and all exper ienced lower levels of
anxiety related to taking an elevator after their exposure to the vir tual one. This initial case study
was the fir st published study using VR to treat a psychological condition.

VR Used for Fear of Heights
The success that came out of this exper iment led to tackling lar ger and more complex problems.
Dr. Rothbaum had the idea to use VR as a for m of exposure ther apy to help veter ans overcome
psychological scar s and make conditions of life more humane for people suffer ing from PTSD. In
an inter view, Dr. Rothbaum explained that ?avoidance is one of the things that leads to PTSD and
helps maintain it. That?s why one of our treatments for PTSD is exposure ther apy. Helping people
confront the memor y of what happened and confront reminder s that are realistically safe and
doing it over and over helps.? She added that one subject commented that they were able ?to lear n
inter nally that I can handle it and it?s not as dangerous as my body feels like it is.?
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Huey Hog Helicopter in Vietnam
In 1997, Dr. Rothbaum and her colleagues created a vir tual Huey Hog helicopter to tar get PTSD in
war veter ans. The goal of this was to immer se war veter ans in a situation that could help them
remember tr aumatic memor ies from war, relive them, and get to the root of the anxiety and fear
that resulted in PTSD. VR is a potent stimulus, and researcher s on this project were unsure
whether patients would have a positive or negative reaction. In this fir st study, a prominent
outcome was that VR exposure sparked memor ies for the veter ans. Dr. Rothbaum repor ted that
her patients would star t to see animals like water buffalo or would see what they remembered as
the enemy. Having patients remember different elements of their exper ience in war helped the
ther apist find areas that needed to be worked on to treat their PTSD. At the end of the study, the
VR exposure ther apy ser ved to decrease the intensity of PTSD for all patients involved. In recent
year s, the next question was to see if VR exposure ther apy could help younger veter ans, including
veter ans who recently retur ned from a war zone. Many different scenar ios that are exper ienced in
an actual war zone, such as being subjected to a bombardment or being shot at in a trench, could
be replicated in a vir tual world. This study showed that VR exposure ther apy effectively decreased
PTSD in Ir aq and Afghanistan war veter ans.
One of the reasons VR exposure ther apy works as a useful tool is due to a phenomenon known as
presence. Presence is exper ienced when the user feels par t of the vir tual world and reactions are
created based on stimuli gener ated in the vir tual environment. Researcher s have found strong
connections between emotion and presence, and real emotions can be prompted when a per son
feels present in a vir tual situation. This is also tr ue for difficult emotions such as fear. The fear
str ucture is a mental fr amework in the br ain that controls human response and inter pretation to
situations that lead to fear. Dr. Rothbaum explained, ?For exposure ther apy, we think that people
need the fear str ucture to be activated, and you can do it in a lot of different ways, you can just talk
about something scar y. For VR, the fact that people feel a sense of presence in it is necessar y to
activate that fear str ucture. Because if you don't activate it, you can't change it.?
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9/ 11 Attack Street Level
VR exposure ther apy has shown to be an effective tool in addressing PTSD quickly and effectively.
A challenge, however, is making it accessible to more patients. Scaling up access to VR
environments isn?t simple because each per son?s stress, anxiety, or fear may have resulted from
specific, real exper iences that have to be recreated in some fashion. Customizing these
exper iences is a challenge. Dr. Rothbaum said that the next question for her to tackle is ?looking at
ways to make it more accessible and scalable.? In addition, VR as a ther apeutic tool can only be
used by professionals who are guiding a patient through PTSD treatment. It?s not an off- the- shelf,
self- help treatment because a ther apist still needs to be present to administer and monitor VR.
The progr ams are expensive to create and, until recently, VR headsets were too expensive for wide
access. Eventually, headsets and vir tual environment creation will become less expensive and
more accessible. Someday, it may be possible for us to order VR environments that help us manage
phobias and anxiety- provoking situations, but for now, VR exposure ther apy helps to shor ten the
ther apeutic arc so that people can recover from phobias and tr aumatic situations in a more
effective manner.
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Homing in on Home- Field
Advantage
By Izze Silver man
The often rowdy crowd found at any spor ts game can feel distr acting at times, but the absence
of these fans has proven their impor tance. Due to the worldwide COVID- 19 pandemic, lar ge
gather ings were shut down, including professional spor ts games. Dur ing the lengthy per iod
where empty stadiums were a nor m, researcher s got the oppor tunity to collect previously
unavailable data.

Professional Soccer Match in Empty Stadium
In nearly ever y spor t, the ?home- field advantage? can be the deciding factor for a win.
Research this year explored whether home- field losses dur ing the pandemic fan- shut- down
were r andom or not. These researcher s found that ?perceptions of social suppor t? affect an
athlete's self- esteem and can ?function as a buffer against stress, to facilitate resilience, and to
be impor tant for career success in soccer.? Interestingly, a meta- analysis summar izing
multiple studies indicated ?the home- field advantage was stronger for soccer than any other
spor t.? This influence isn?t limited to the player s, however. Without the home crowd?s
pressure, referees are likely to call more fouls against home teams, and home- team coaches
are less likely to tr y out challenging offensive tactics, therefore, decreasing the probability of a
home advantage.
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The home advantage effect seems inherently logical. Humans tend to think that a group?s
opinion is more accur ate than their own. This can easily apply to the idea that referees feel
pressure to give calls according to what they hear from the crowds, a main factor in the home
advantage effect. The levels of cer tain neurotr ansmitter s are boosted by pr aise, increasing the
happiness of a human being. Keeping this in mind, researcher s wondered: if referees know
the crowd will pr aise them for giving the away team bookings, would it lead them to give the
away team more bookings? All signs point to a ?yes?according to a 2008 study. How does the
crowd influence player s? Home team player s may play better with the suppor t from their fans,
while away teams may play wor se due to the pressure being placed on them by the opponent?s
fans.
On May 16, 2020, after many soccer- less months, Ger many?s major league soccer league, The
Bundesliga, made the br ave decision and became the fir st major league in any spor t in the
world to open back up again. Author Ror y Smith descr ibes the feeling of soccer games in
Ger many after the pandemic: ?The streets were quiet. The stadiums, guarded by the police
and r inged by steel, were empty.? With all eyes on it, the Bundesliga natur ally became a
hotspot for researcher s around the world and a reference point for the other professional
spor ts seeking to open their door s to the public again.

Full Bundesliga Stadium
As different teams in the Bundesliga geared up to play, researcher s were ready and watching.
Goals were scored and yellow cards were given as game results came rolling in, home and
away. The data answered questions that soccer- lover s had wondered about for ages. The
Bundesliga referees showed significant change between games with full stadiums and ghost
games. Home teams were given more fouls and yellow cards in empty stadiums, but both
teams showed increases in fouls committed in empty stadiums r ather than full ones.
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In August 2021, Frontier s in Spor ts and Active Living published a research repor t on how
games without fans, or ?ghost games?, would affect statistics on a team?s wins, ties, and losses.
The wr iter s of the ar ticle, spor ts physiologists Michael Chr istian Leitner and Fabio Richlan at
the Univer sity of Salzbur g, descr ibed their impressive data collection. ?A total of 1286
matches?played in the top leagues of Spain, England, Ger many, Italy, Russia, Turkey, Austr ia
and the Czech Republic?were analyzed for results, fouls, bookings and reasons for bookings.?
These results were then compared between matches played dur ing season 2018/19 with fans,
and season 2019/20 without fans. Using four different for ms of statistical analysis, the
researcher s discovered two main findings. Fir st, home teams received far more yellow cards
and foul calls in ghost games in compar ison to games with fans. Second, there was evidence of
the home advantage effect. Home team per for mances excelled in the regular 2018/19 season,
but in the ghost games of the 2019/20 season, the home team was far less successful. The
home advantage effect pr actically disappeared. They also found the calls made towards away
teams did not significantly change. The researcher s came to the conclusion that without the
influence and intimidation of fans, the referees were able to judge the play of the home teams
with less bias, leading to more calls against the home team.
According to a New York Times ar ticle from July 2020 entitled Do Empty Stadiums Affect
Outcomes? The Data Says Yes, ?The number of home victor ies slipped by 10 percentage points
to 33% of matches in empty stadiums from 43% percent in full ones.? The ar ticle also states
that the home team?s number of goals scored, shots taken, probability of the shots going into
the goal, crosses and dr ibbles tr ied, and cor ner s won, decreased in an empty stadium
compared to a full one. This could suggest, without fans, there is actually a home- field
disadvantage.

Massimo Busacca, FIFA- Referee of Switzerland, giving a player a yellow card
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Str ategies, r uns, and plays changed based on the crowds according to Simon Gleave,
Gr acenote?s head of spor ts analysis. Gleave says player s are ?choosing to pass the ball r ather
than attempt plays which would nor mally get fans on their feet.? He cannot deter mine if the
player s have made this decision intentionally or if it was a subconscious reaction to the vacant
stands. The team didn?t get wor se, though. ?The over all quality of the game remained the
same,? says managing director of the data and analytics fir m Impect, Lukas Keppler.
While this ar ticle is mostly focused on the two main factor s of the home advantage effect,
referee bias and crowd size, there are other factor s to consider. These can include tr avel for
away teams, familiar ity with the conditions and sur roundings of the home field, and
ter r itor iality or the relationship between teams.

Soccer Team Deplaning
Without a crowd, a soccer game?s results can completely change, and the impact of COVID- 19
has shown just that. Fans influence referee decisions, confidence in teams, and much more.
Next time you attend a major league spor ts game, keep this in mind, and see if you can spot
any of the signs of the home advantage effect.
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The Pleasur e of Getting Real:
Fr eud and the Psyche
By Esme Wilcha

Sigmund Freud
Sigmund Freud was an incredibly influential scientist who developed the field of psychoanalysis
and tr ansfor med the tr aditional view on the human psyche, based on conscious thought, to focus
on unconscious processes. He was bor n in 1856 in Freiber g, Mor avia. The oldest of eight children,
he grew up with a har sh, author itar ian father and a kind, loving mother. Freud gr aduated in 1873
from a high school in Austr ia called Sperlgymnasium. Soon after, he was inspired by a public
reading about nature to go into medicine. Once on this path, he tr aveled to work at the Univer sity
of Vienna with a top physiologist of his time named Er snt von Br üke. In 1882, he worked at a
hospital with new par tner s, Theodor Meyner t and Her mann Nothnagel. Theodor was a
neuropathist and anatomist and Her mann was an inter nist. Both worked and developed new
research at the Univer sity. In 1885, Freud?s research in Vienna helped him get promoted to a
lecturer position speaking on neuropathy.
Dur ing his studies in Vienna, Freud founded the concept of psychoanalysis, which he developed
into a method for lear ning about and treating mental illness and explaining how unconscious
mental life affects behavior in ever yone. He was the fir st to believe childhood greatly shapes adult
life and explored how tr auma manifests through a lifetime. He explored this in himself as well,
having come from a har sh father and growing up under a lot of scr utiny. In addition, he
revolutionized the idea that humans can have altered mental states because we don't consciously
register cer tain events or tr aumas that could be causing our cour se of action.
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The goal of his cour se of treatment, which usually consisted of talking to patients for extended
per iods of time, was to br ing unconscious infor mation to your conscious. He believed this could
relieve blockages in the psyche and assuage mental illness. Most mental illness in his time was
either diagnosed as hyster ia (often a common descr iption of women) or insanity. His treatment
helped create long- ter m progress in people exhibiting signs of mental disorder s and relieved
them of bur ied tr auma. Freud had multiple breakthrough cases where he explored this, one of
the most notable being the case of Anna O.

Anna O
Anna O led Freud to many of the realizations that eventually helped him break so many
boundar ies in the neurological world. She was suffer ing from hyster ia, which manifested
physically with par alysis and hallucinations. Hyster ia is not a diagnosis seen today because, in the
1880s, It was a catchall diagnosis often used when women were acting ?str ange? or showing signs
of being unwell by the standards of the time, such as behavior s seen after a pregnancy, though
often symptoms seemed to be unprovoked; doctor s often gave these women mor phine and no
fur ther treatment. Freud states in his examination of Anna O.: ?[she descr ibed] profoundly
melancholy phantasies? 'day dreams' we should call them ? sometimes char acter ized by poetic
beauty, and their star ting- point was as a r ule the position of a girl at her father 's sick- bed. When
she had related a number of these phantasies, she was as if set free, and she was brought back to
nor mal mental life.? The more Freud and his mentor at the time, Josef Breuer, talked with Anna,
the more apparent it was that her par alysis was caused by past tr auma in her life. They talked to
her for days, and eventually she brought these for gotten memor ies to her consciousness. Once she
star ted talking through these events bur ied in her memor y, her par alysis subsided.
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The theor ies that came from this proved to be revolutionar y, and Freud eventually proposed
there are at least three levels of the mind. Freud's three- par t theor y compared the mind to an
iceber g, calling the three layer s the id, ego, and superego. He believed these also created
str ucture for the three par ts of the human per sonality.

Freud's Iceberg Theory
The id represents the unconscious mind, compr ised of two par ts called Eros and Thanatos. Eros
helps a human sur vive, promoting pleasur able activities, such as breathing, eating, and sexual
activities. Thanatos is a more hostile death instinct that engender s aggression that can lead to
violent actions toward other s or self. Freud said Eros, the life and sur vival instinct, was stronger
than Thanatos, the death instinct, which explains why humans sur vive. The ego developed in
ever y per son as a baby to negotiate between satisfying the id and the superego while taking
physical and social reality into account. The ego oper ates in both the conscious and unconscious
mind. The superego develops dur ing early childhood and focuses on mor als and social nor ms. It
dr ives us to behave in socially acceptable ways.

Freud?s Tripartite Psyche
16

Freud left the Univer sity of Vienna in 1885. He spent 19 weeks there, which introduced him to the
idea that psychological disorder s could take root in the mind and consciousness r ather than the
physical br ain. His mentor, Jean- Mar tin Charcot, demonstr ated how mental disorder s can affect
your physical state.
He mar r ied his wife, Matha Ber nays, soon after. She was the daughter of an impor tant Jewish
family. She had six children with him, one being Anna Freud, who pur sued her own
psychoanalytic studies and became distinguished in the academic community. Around the time
of his mar r iage Freud met Wilhelm Fliess, who became his longest and closest fr iend throughout
his life. He listened to Freud's wildest ideas and helped him fur ther his speculation, most
notably encour aging the idea that humans can be bisexual.

Anna Freud
Freud's work has been cr iticized over the year s with many of his ideas receiving intense challenge;
never theless, he still created a legacy in his field and acceler ated research on the psyche decades
after his time. Many have extended his psychoanalytic work, such as Jacques Lacan and Julia
Kr isteva. Over all, he showed that people were gover ned much more by unconscious processes
than conscious deliber ations and, thus, that being psychologically intelligent was as impor tant, if
not more so, than being politically, religiously, or economically intelligent.
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One Swift, Two Swift, Red Shift,
Blue Shift: The Doppler Effect
By Allyson Ster ling
Imagine star ing up at a star- filled sky at night. Looking up, you see a shooting star streak past, so
you make a wish on it. This meteor, however, is not the only celestial body above you that?s
moving. The tr uth is that if a scientist looks up at the sky with the r ight equipment, they would
see that almost all the celestial bodies appear to be moving, not just the one you see shooting
across the sky. When we know what to look for, we can see that all galaxies have the appear ance
of moving away from us. We deter mined this by using the Doppler effect. The Doppler effect
applies not just to distant starlight, but to all waves, such as other light waves (both visible and
nonvisible), sound waves, and even waves we view in our ever yday lives, such as those at the
beach.
So, what exactly is this Doppler effect? An under standing of the Doppler effect must be based on
an under standing of the str ucture of a wave. A wave fluctuates between peaks and valleys
per iodically. The peaks are known as crests, while the valleys are known as troughs. Two
impor tant measurements for any wave are frequency and wavelength. The frequency is how
often the wave completes a full cycle of a crest and trough. Meanwhile, the wavelength is the
distance from crest to crest or trough to trough (one full cycle).

Crest, Trough, and Wavelength
Let?s look at the light spectr um to under stand these proper ties. There are some waves, closer to
the blue end, that have their crests more scr unched together, meaning a shor ter wavelength and
higher frequency. Other waves on the red end of the spectr um have their crests more stretched
out with a longer wavelength and lower frequency. The frequency of these waves deter mines the
color of the light. Most of them aren?t visible to the human eye, which is one reason we have to
use specialized equipment to view some of the most interesting things in our univer se.
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There is only a small section in the center of the spectr um that we call visible light because
our eyes can detect it. At far enough distances, even visible light has to be recorded with
instr uments instead of direct obser vation by people.

The Spectrum of Light

Now, we can consider these waves to have a set wavelength. There are times when we know
what the wavelength should be when the source of the wave remains still relative to the
obser ver. But what about when it is in motion relative to the obser ver ? As the source moves
relative to the obser ver, the proper ties of the wave will change. If the source is moving away
from the obser ver, the frequency will decrease from the frequency obser ved when the
source was not moving relative to the obser ver. And if it moves closer, it will increase
compared to obser ved frequency when the source was still relative to the obser ver. This is
what we call the Doppler effect, named after the physicist and mathematician, Chr istian
Doppler, who fir st discovered it. This increasing and decreasing of the frequency will alter
the qualitative proper ties of the wave, such as the pitch of the sound we hear or the color of
light we see. The name for how the frequency is shifted is based on the visible par t of the
light spectr um. An object moving away from the obser ver will release a wave that has a
stretched wavelength and a lower frequency.
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This object will appear redder than it would if stationar y relative to the obser ver, so this is
known as a redshift. The opposite is tr ue for an object moving towards the obser ver, with
the wavelength decreasing and the frequency increasing, known as a blueshift. If we know
what color we?re expecting from the celestial object, the data we obser ve can tell us both the
direction and speed of the object relative to us.

The Redshift and Blueshift for a Moving Galaxy

Let me provide you with an example. As I?ve mentioned, the Doppler effect affects sound as
well as light. Imagine standing at the side of a road. An ambulance r ushes towards you with
sirens blasting and quickly passes by. The sound?s pitch will change as it passes by, going
from a higher to a lower pitch. This occur s because the frequency of the sound waves
gener ated by the car are increased as it moves toward you and decreased as it moves away
from you. These differ ing frequencies will cause you to perceive a drop in pitch as the car
passes by.
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Doppler Effect for an Ambulance Rushing By

So far, we?ve established the str ucture of waves, what the Doppler effect is, and how you
can perceive its effect on waves. But why does the Doppler effect really matter ? It?s just
waves changing frequency as their source moves compared to an obser ver. Who really
cares? Well actually, it can be really impor tant. These redshifts and blueshifts can tell us a
lot about the movement of celestial bodies who?s speed we couldn?t measure other wise.
The Doppler effect is especially useful for finding infor mation about star s and galaxies.
Using the Doppler effect allows us to deter mine that galaxies appear to be moving away
from us in ever y direction at a velocity propor tional to their distance from Ear th, which
tells us that the univer se is expanding! In gener al, scientists didn?t expect this to be the
case. Moreover, the Doppler effect can be used to deter mine the relative motion of star s
close to us in our galaxy, the Milky Way. This per mits us to use r adio astronomy to figure
out the shape and motion of our galaxy, a rotating spir al.
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Messier 101, a Galaxy Similar to the Milky Way

Radio astronomy often utilizes the Doppler effect. When scientists look at data from r adio
waves in the galaxy, it can tell us infor mation about the speed and shape of the galaxy. When
tr ying to find the speed, we can?t just stare at the star s and say, ?Oh, it?s redshifted!? Where is
it shifted from? Is there even a shift? You can?t tell a shift has happened unless you know
what it is shifting from. But we do know the frequencies emitted by cer tain elements in the
lab, one of these being neutr al hydrogen. We have r un exper iments time and time again and
have deter mined the frequency emitted by neutr al hydrogen when its electron "flips" its
"spin" to be approximately 1420 MHz. Hydrogen is the most common element in the univer se
and massive clouds of it can be found throughout our galaxy. It can also be found in and
around star s. By knowing this baseline frequency emitted by hydrogen, we can tell if the
frequency we receive is shifted from the baseline. From this, not only can we tell that a star
is moving, but we can also tell how fast and in what direction it?s moving by looking at the
size and direction of the shift. By looking at the movements of the star s, we can deter mine
the shape and size of the Milky Way, even though we can?t take a picture of it because we?re
inside it.
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The rotational speed of our galaxy has provided evidence suppor ting dark matter. The speed
of the galaxy calculated using Doppler shift is faster than it should be compared to the speed
predicted by the amount of luminous matter obser ved in our galaxy and our cur rent
under standing of physics. It has been theor ized that this increased rotational speed occur s
because there is the additional mass of the almost undetectable dark matter. The Doppler
effect may seem insignificant to some, but its applications can reveal valuable infor mation
about the movements of our galaxy and str ucture of our univer se.

Discrepancy Between Calculated and Measure Rotational Speed of the Milky Way
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At Home on Lagr ange: The Webb Space
Telescope
By Ian Nor folk
Space, the final frontier. From time immemor ial, people have had interest in space. Although,
this interest doesn?t per tain to space itself but r ather the visuals of space. The elegance of the
face of the Moon, the color s of a nebula, or the mind blowing complexity of a galaxy are all
aspects of the Cosmos we enjoy. This reveals the impor tance of optical telescopes. Humans have
been tr ying to build bigger and better telescopes ever since their invention. This culminated in
one of histor y's most impor tant space flights, on the 24th of Apr il 1990, with the launch of the
Hubble Space Telescope. Unequivocally humanity?s most successful telescope, the three- decade
reign of Hubble is coming to an end as we enter the er a of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST).

Computer Rendering of JWST
The JWST is one of the most substantial and impor tant of NASA?s missions within the past
decade. Launched on Chr istmas day of 2021, the JWST is cur rently (as of wr iting) in the setup
par t of its mission. This par t of the mission involves the Webb navigating from low- Ear th orbit
to the L2 Lagr ange point. For context, Lagr ange points are points in space where the influence
of gr avity from the Ear th and Moon cancel each other out, allowing a satellite to remain in a
stable orbit.
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Diagram Showing Three Lagrange Points Between the Sun and Earth: L1, L2, and L3.
Dur ing this time of navigation, JWST deployed its sun shield. Composed of five layer s, the
shield segments are made of a mater ial called Kapton, which has heat resistant
proper ties. It is impor tant for JWST to block as much light from the sun as possible
because its instr uments are ver y sensitive to heat. Thankfully, the long and complicated
or igami of unfolding a bus sized heat shield was successful, and JWST has moved on to the
calibr ation por tion of its mission.
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Artist Depiction of JWST Unfolding Its Heatshield and Mirror

In the calibr ation process of the mission, JWST will be focusing each of its individual mir ror
segments. Each mir ror segment is made of Ber yllium and coated in a millimeter thick layer of
gold. The scientists chose Ber yllium because they didn't want the mir ror s to defor m in the
coldness of space, and Ber yllium has strong temper ature resistant proper ties. The gold
layer ing was chosen to optimize the reflectivity in infr ared and near- infr ared wavelengths
(which is the main spectr um JWST obser ves). The telescope utilizes the infr ared to pierce
through the gas r ich environments of the early Univer se so that JWST can get a better look
into star for mation. Also, due to redshifting, utilizing a longer wavelength of light allows
scientists to look at the early Univer se with more clar ity. On the back of each mir ror segment
are electr ical actuator s which will bend the mir ror to focus the light into JWST?s instr uments.
NASA has just recently completed this process and is now receiving the fir st images from
JWST.
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JWST?s First Full Image: The Star Used to Calibrate the Telescope?s Mirrors

As the JWST finally encroaches on the days it will be used for research, you might ask why we
need the James Webb Space Telescope if we already have Hubble. The JWST mir ror is over
three times bigger than Hubble, allowing for more light to be obser ved and more accur ate
obser vations of the cosmos. As mentioned, the sensor s on the JWST are infr ared which allow
for obser vations of the early Univer se, something Hubble just isn?t capable of. Over all, JWST
will be able to see ver y similar things to Hubble but in a much higher resolution. While
Hubble?s mission was to discover par ts of the Univer se, the JWST mission is to under stand
those par ts. JWST?s mission is just beginning, yet it still has a promising future ahead of it. It
will still take months until we are able to receive the fir st images from JWST of scientific
objects, but the knowledge that can be gained in cosmology is plentiful.
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A Comet on the Solar System
By Shayna Ber man

Hailey's Comet
The solar system is old. REALLY old. We?re talking 4.5 billion year s. And like most old things, it
holds secrets. Secrets like, does pineapple really belong on pizza? Or, better yet, what are the
or igins of the Solar System? These answer s may be hidden in comets!
But you may ask, what exactly is a comet? A comet is a celestial body made of ice and rock. Comets
for med dur ing the dawn of the Solar System, which is par t of the reason they are so impor tant.
They were once believed to have been for med by many small pieces of rock and liquid clumping
together. However, comets are actually thought to have for med closer to the sun, where the ice was
actually liquid. Lots of rocks and liquids were flying around, so the liquid and rocks all clumped
together. After being for med, the comets were flung out into the far reaches of our solar system by
the sun, where, since it is much colder, the liquid froze.
Comets, like the Ear th and many other things in the solar system, orbit the Sun. Unlike planets,
however, Comets have more eccentr ic orbits. These orbits br ing them closer to the Sun for one
par t of the rotation, and ver y far away from the Sun for a while. In other words, they have a ver y
long winter vacation. This makes their orbit more of an ellipse- like shape, r ather than something
closer to a circle.
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As the comet gets closer to the sun, the ice heats up and melts, creating a br ight tr ail that we

can sometimes see from Ear th. One of the most famous examples of One of the most
famous examples of a comet is Halley?s Comet. Halley?s Comet is visible ever y 75- 76 year s.

Diagram of Comet?s Orbit Around the Sun Relative to the Earth?s Orbital Plane
Comets have been obser ved and documented for liter ally hundreds of year s and play a ver y
impor tant par t in our histor y. Many scientists of the past have obser ved and tr ied to figure out
comets, such as Ar istotle, Issac Newton, and Edmond Halley. All of them were involved in the
study of comets. Ar istotle had an initial theor y about comets and thought that they were ?dr y
exhalations of Ear th.? This basically means he thought that the Ear th was breathing and leaving
marks in the sky. Issac Newton used gr avity to figure out how comet?s orbits worked, and Edmond
Halley discovered that what once was thought to be multiple comets was actually one, which later
came to be known as Halley?s Comet.
How do comets relate to RECON? RECON stands for Research Education Collabor ation
Occultation Network. RECON uses a telescope to obser ve far away and ver y old celestial bodies
called Tr ans- Neptunian Objects, or TNO?s. We wait until the path of one of the TNO?s passes in
front of a distant star and obser ve the shadow caused by the TNO passing in front of the star. We
study them in the hope that we can use the infor mation to under stand how the solar system
for med. Comets can be obser ved in a similar way and can give us the same infor mation.
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Visual Representation of Comet
Pulled into the Sun?s Orbit
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Seeing the Robots for the Tr ees:
AI and For estr y
By Dawson Gar land

Throughout the past 30 year s, computer s have dominated factor ies across the world, from
helping design buildings and br idges to r unning factor ies. Without a doubt, technology will
continue to advance and play a more significant role in society in ways we can?t predict.
Therefore, it?s impor tant to under stand the expanding field of ar tificial intelligence (AI) for
day- to day- life, even if it?s not directly used by the consumer but r ather, for example, used to
get the food on their tables cheaper or, more ger mane to this ar ticle, to help address
ever- growing forestr y problems that affect our environment. Scientists already use AI in
forestr y to assist with predicting the occur rence and development of forest fires and, thus, aid
in the removal of people from dangerous situations.
In 1962, a company called Unimation created the fir st robot named UNIMATE, and in the same
year, Gener al Motor s implemented the robot in one of its factor ies. This opened up a whole new
world for companies wanting to cut production costs. In 1980, a man named Takeo Kanade
designed the fir st motor ized robotic ar m, giving engineer s a new idea of what robots could be
used for. After many other scientists made their own additions to the or iginal robotic ar m, the
fir st collabor ative robot was created. It could rotate on 27 different axes and could collabor ate
with four other robots.
This invention revolutionized the manufactur ing world. With a new need for products to fit an
evolving market also comes an agr icultur al need; far mer s want to maximize yield for the least
amount of money, and robots could provide the help needed to do so. More recently, equipment
manufacturer s, such as John Deere, have installed technology that provides crop water content
and weight. In the early 2010s, a robot named Ter r aSentia, designed by a student at the
Univer sity of Illinois, was used on cor n to read the health, size, and even the expected yield of
the plant. The robot also measured ear size and diameter, which allows scientists to breed
better cor n stocks that can produce more quality ear s. The Ter r aSentia was equipped with
sensor s that send thousands of pulses to create a digital map of its sur roundings. With just a
few clicks, far mer s could or ient the robot to the row and begin gather ing data. Although this
sounds exciting, the prototype models had many design flaws, such as a lack of proper
suspension, an overheating batter y, and the need for the oper ator to walk behind it in case it
gets stuck on a br anch or in mud. With the robot moving at less than one mile an hour,
engineer s are working hard to improve ever y aspect of it. Dr. Chowdhar y says ?A lot of people
who tr ied the early prototypes still came back to us, even after having robots that essentially
broke on them all the time? That?s how badly they needed these things.?
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T erraSentia Robot

In 2050, the human population is expected to climb to 9.8 billion. Along with this comes the
ever- growing presence of global war ming and droughts and a limited amount of land available to
far m, so finding ways to maximize yield is a necessity to provide for this growth in population. But
with new technology comes a pr ice. For example, the pr ice of a Ter r aSentia is $5,000. This remains
a difficult investment for many far mer s who are str uggling to find a market for their crops. Dr.
Chowdhar y hopes that with fur ther research the robot will soon be available for $1,000. Even with
this hypothetical pr ice, many exper ts believe that the robot still won't be a useful investment for
those with smaller- scale far ms. Instead, those exper ts believe that the Ter r aSentia will help by
giving scientists infor mation that allows for better crops.
Like agr iculture, forestr y professionals have an increasing need to preser ve and protect forests,
from wildfires to bark beetles. For example, three- quar ter s of Finland is forest, so finding people
to manage these forests has become more and more challenging. Exper ts in the area have star ted
to create robots to car r y out these tasks. In order to find where trees need to be taken down or
treated, they must fir st find these places. These exper ts have designed a drone that uses aer ial and
LiDAR imager y to collect the type, size, and condition of a tree. They have also designed a robot
that collects weather data and soil samples. Once this infor mation is collected, it?s analyzed in a
geogr aphic infor mation system (GIS) and sent to other robots to car r y out the required jobs,
including tree tr imming and tree cutting.
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LiDAR Forest Image

Moving across the globe to the Univer sity of Michigan, there, the robotics lab team has
designed a robot, named Casie, that looks like it came r ight out of a Star War s movie. Casie is
designed to go where a human cannot go and see what a human cannot see. Casie can be
outfitted with LiDAR sensor s, which would allow it to see str aight through fires and smoke.
However, for this to happen more than $300,000 would need to be spent to r ig just one robot.
The explor ation of AI r aises many questions about whether AI belongs in a human's job, and
many progr ams, be it pr ivate or commercial, often do not have the funds to spend on such
technology. When far mer s hear about new technology or equipment, they think about the
benefits it could provide. Many ?Agr iTech? companies are beginning to realize that for such
technology to catch on, they must prove that their product will help make money.
For year s, people have only believed that robots belong in labs and factor ies and that it takes
human judgment to make cr ucial decisions in a matter of seconds. However, scientists are
breaking this nor m ever y day and displaying that spending extr a money can be beneficial. ?I
think it is an interesting demonstr ation of the ability to get robots out of the lab and into the
real world, with a view toward robots that can per for m useful tasks and get humans out of
har m?s way,? says Caltech?s Aaron Ames, who is cur rently working on Casie.
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Casie Robot

At the end of the day, times are changing and more problems are ar ising. This includes
the growing population, droughts, less land to far m, new diseases, and climate change, all
of which make wildfires more impactful. As we have seen throughout histor y, when a
problem ar ises, people find a solution. The growing use of AI in fields is mor phing into a
great big fix. Scientists are not just building these robots to work for lar ge- scale far mer s
but also to benefit those with smaller plots of land. They are also proving to far mer s who
spend hard- ear ned money that it?s wor th it. In addition, scientists can prevent diseases
from spreading to a whole forest by using imager y to see which trees are dead, taking soil
samples, and automating tree felling machiner y, which also helps keep people safe and
reduce the time it takes. With wildfires becoming a lar ger and lar ger threat, it?s becoming
cr itically impor tant to stop them before they spread; hence, scientists are designing
robots that can see where fires come from and where they are headed, enabling
firefighter s to be removed from life- threatening situations.
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Cover ing the Ter r ain of
Cellular Automata
By Colin Fields
Intr oduction
In the abstr act world of mathematics and computation, there exists a br anch of knowledge
devoted to studying what is called cellular automata. Cellular automata are defined as discrete
rewr iting mathematical systems that change in time and space over a gr id of cells. Simply put, a
cellular automaton (singular for m) is the str ucture created when a specific r ule set is applied to
a sequence of binar y values (e.g.,1s and 0s, black and white, dot and dash, etc.). Sometimes the
r ules create stable, repeating str uctures, and other times the results are chaotic. In some cases,
cellular automata show that a simple set of star ting nodes, when acted on by a few conditions,
can lead to extremely complex results.

A Two Steps Back Cellular Automaton
Histor y of Cellular Automata
Even though the basic ideas behind cellular automata are simple, a major study of their
proper ties did not begin until the 1950s. The ideas behind the cellular automata that we know
today were lar gely discovered through the work of John von Neumann, one of the most prolific
mathematicians of the 20th centur y. Back then, he was working on a mathematical model of
self- reproduction in biology, which led him to the idea of a self- reproducing binar y set.
Likewise, Stanislaw Ulam, a mathematician and nuclear physicist who worked with von
Neumann at the Los Alamos National Labor ator y, studied cr ystal growth and also discovered
many of the underlying pr inciples of cellular automata.
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At the end of the 1950s, cellular automata began to be thought of in ter ms of par allel computer s.
Par allel computing is a method of computation where multiple processes can be executed at the
same time and, thus, ?in par allel.? In 1968, John Conway, an English mathematician, did
exper iments on a PDP- 7 computer with cellular automata. Then, in 1970, he came up with a set
of r ules titled ?The Game of Life,? one of the most famous examples of cellular automata. An
intense effor t has gone into finding specific initial conditions that when applied to his r ules
gener ate interesting patter ns.
The r ules of The Game of Life are the following: (1) Any live cell with two or three live neighbor s
sur vives to the next gener ation; (2) Any dead cell with three live neighbor s becomes a live cell in
the next gener ation; and (3) All other live cells die in the next gener ation, and, similarly, all other
dead cells stay dead.

Generation 0

Generation 78

In 1981, Stephen Wolfr am independently began working in the field of cellular automata,
specifically studying one- dimensional cellular automata, also known as elementar y cellular
automata. The r ules of elementar y cellular automata are defined in a single row of binar y values,
not a multidimensional str ucture.
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One- Dimensional Cellular Automaton
Applications of Cellular Automata
Many applications of cellular automata can be found in the natur al sciences. For example,
cer tain types of cellular automata have been created to model neurons, and even behavior s
like lear ning can be demonstr ated. Other examples are found in the worlds of music and
video game design, with the application of procedur al music gener ation for the for mer and
procedur al ter r ain gener ation for the latter. Multitudes of applications can also be found in
physics, computer science, and chemistr y. For instance, in video game design, procedur al
gener ation of levels and landscape can be a problem. For tunately, with cellular automata,
game designer s can automatically gener ate thousands of levels with landscapes based off of
cellular automata patter ns. Over all, cellular automatons may be one of the most fundamental
building blocks in the univer se, and it may help explain some of the most profound questions
about nature.
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Cellular Automata Terrain
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